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CMAQ Adjoint Validation6

An adjoint of the entire AERO5 module in CMAQ has been developed. In order to verify7

that the adjoint has been correctly derived, one needs to compare the calculated adjoint8

⇤
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Table S1: Statistical Analysis of CMAQ Model Performance for BC Concentrations.

Observation Network R

2 MAE Mean Bias RMSE NMB
IMPROVE 0.65 0.13 0.09 0.14 33.6%

CSN 0.19 0.50 -0.22 0.45 -17.8%

sensitivities to another form of sensitivity calculation. The validation performed for this9

project compares adjoint sensitivities to first-order finite di↵erence sensitivities, with varying10

percentage perturbations. First-order finite di↵erence (FD) sensitivities are calculated by11

@f

@x

=
f(x+ h)� f(x)

h

(S1)

where f(x) is the concentration output from the default inputs, h is the perturbation, and12

f(x + h) is the concentration output from the perturbed inputs. One problem with the13

finite di↵erence approximation is the dependence on the perturbation size. Choosing a14

perturbation that is too small can result in errors due to subtractive cancellation. However,15

perturbation sizes too large can result in errors due to the nonlinearity of the model.16

For certain cases where finite di↵erence calculations do not provide correct sensitivities,17

complex variable sensitivities were used in order to confirm that the adjoint is providing18

correct results. Complex variable sensitivities are calculated by19

@f

@x

⇡ Im[f(x+ ih)]

h

(S2)

The complex variable estimate is not subject to subtractive cancellation, since it does20

not involve a di↵erence operation. In order to compute complex variable sensitivities for21

the CMAQ model, the entire model (or part of the model that is being validated) must be22

modified to perform all calculations with complex numbers, as opposed to real numbers.23

Simulations performed with complex arithmetic not only have longer runtimes, but also use24

approximately double the memory requirements.25
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When performing the adjoint validation simulations, gradient data was generated for26

the entire U.S. domain at a 36-km resolution. Simulations were run for varying durations27

(ranging from 1 timestep simulations to 1-day simulations) using inputs for April 03, 2008.28

In an e↵ort provide a more physically-relevant initial condition profile, a spin-up simulation29

was performed, running from April 01, 2008 through April 02, 2008. However, for certain30

cases it was necessary to replace initial concentrations for some species with larger values.31

For example, after the two day spin-up simulation certain species still had concentrations of32

1.0E-30 µg

m

3 . Applying any percentage perturbation smaller than 100% to a value this small33

results in an incorrect sensitivity value of 0, due to the fact that the perturbation is outside34

the numerical precision of the computer.35

Aerosol Module Validation36

For Figures S1 and S2, sensitivities are calculated for the list of species given in Table S2.37

Table S2: List of species used in Jacobian sensitivity calculations

NO2 Nitrogen Dioxide
N2O5 Dinitrogen Pentoxide
HNO3 Nitric Acid
HCL Hydrochloric acid
ASO4J Accumulation mode sulfate aerosol
ASO4I Aitken mode sulfate aerosol
ANH4J Accumulation mode ammonium aerosol
ANH4I Aitken mode ammonium aerosol
ANO3J Accumulation mode nitrate aerosol
ANO3I Aitken mode nitrate aerosol
AECJ Accumulation mode elemental carbon
AECI Aitken mode elemental carbon
AH2OJ Accumulation mode water aerosol
AH2OI Aitken mode water aerosol
ANAJ Accumulation mode sodium aerosol
ACLJ Accuulation mode chlorine aerosol
ACLI Aitken mode chlorine aerosol
NH3 Ammonia

When performing finite di↵erence sensitivity calculations, we found it best to not in-38
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(a)

(b)

Figure S1: Partial Jacobian plots of (a) adjoint sensitivities and (b) FD sensitivities for
aerosol-only simulations without aerosol thermodynamics. Simulations were run for two
timesteps.
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clude aerosol thermodynamics (ISORROPIA) in the aerosol module. ISORROPIA is a39

highly nonlinear, discontinuous aerosol thermodynamics model, which is subject to substan-40

tial cancellation errors when sensitivities are calculated with the finite di↵erence method.41

ANISORROPIA (the adjoint of ISORROPIA), however, has been validated by comparing42

adjoint sensitivities to complex variable sensitivities1. Therefore, we can generate finite dif-43

ference sensitivities of the aerosol adjoint without ISORROPIA and still be confident in the44

accuracy of the full aerosol adjoint.45

Series of simulations were run with di↵erent forcings (adjoint) and perturbations (finite46

di↵erence) in order to generate partial Jacobian data for aerosol-only simulations without47

ISORROPIA. When comparing the adjoint Jacobian (Figure 1(a)) to the FD Jacobian (Fig-48

ure 1(b)) for two timesteps, it is evident that while the sensitivities are comparable for many49

relationships, there are some relationships for which the adjoint and FD do not match.50

Specifically, instances with accumulation mode sodium (ANAJ) in the denominator show51

sensitivities of zero for FD, while the adjoint provides non-zero values. Additionally, the52

sensitivity of nitric acid (HNO3) with respect to nitric acid shows a sensitivity of zero in the53

FD test, yet shows a value of approximately one in the adjoint.54

The di↵erences between adjoint and finite-di↵erence sensitivities are most likely at-55

tributable to failure of the finite-di↵erence simulations to accurately calculate the sensitiv-56

ities. In order to confirm this, similar tests were performed comparing adjoint sensitivities57

(Figure 2(a)) to complex variable method (CVM) sensitivities (Figure 2(b)), however for58

a single timestep. Simulations to generate the CVM partial Jacobian were performed by59

Shunliu Zhao at Carleton University.60

From Figure S2 it is apparent that the zero sensitivity values with ANAJ in the denom-61

inator in the previous figure (Figure S1) are attributed to a failure in the FD calculations.62

Additionally, for this specific configuration of the aerosol module, it can be determined that63

the aerosol module is behaving properly. However, there are still a few instances where the64

adjoint and CVM sensitivities do not match; specifically, sensitivities of NH3 with respect to65
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(a)

(b)

Figure S2: Partial Jacobian plots of (a) adjoint sensitivities and (b) CVM sensitivities for
aerosol-only simulations that exclude aerosol thermodynamics. Simulation was run for one
timestep.
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NH3, and sensitivities of HCL with respect to HCL, where the adjoint provides sensitivities66

of one, and the CVM provides sensitivities of zero. However, the finite di↵erence calculations67

provide values of one for these relationships. One would expect the sensitivity of a species68

to itself to be one for a single timestep, hence the disagreement between adjoint and CVM69

sensitivities for these cases is likely owing to an error in the CVM calculation.70

Emission Sensitivity Validation71

By default, the CMAQ adjoint calculates the sensitivity of a given cost function with respect72

to concentrations. While sensitivities with respect to concentrations provide vital informa-73

tion for many studies, there are a large number of applications that require sensitivities74

with respect to emissions. As with the development of the aerosol adjoint, the inclusion of75

emission sensitivity calculation requires its own validation tests.76

As opposed to the validation of the aerosol module, the validation of the emission sen-77

sitivity calculation cannot simply treat the domain as an array of box models. Within the78

CMAQ model, the injection of emissions into the model occurs in the vertical di↵usion79

(VDIFF) module. The VDIFF module transports concentrations vertically between layers.80

Because of the transport between layers, validation of the vertical di↵usion (VDIFF) and81

vertical advection (ZADV) was performed for simulations where the domain was treated as82

an array of column models.83

For the first-order finite di↵erence sensitivity calculations of BC with respect to BC84

emissions, a 0.01% perturbation was applied to concentrations in entire columns. After85

allowing the simulations to run for four hours, scaled sensitivity values were calculated by86

dividing the change in output concentrations in a single layer by the emissions scaling factor,87

or perturbation (�Conc

SFemis
). On the other hand, semi-normalized adjoint sensitivities were88

calculated by applying a forcing in a single layer (the same layer for which concentrations89

were analyzed in the finite di↵erence calculations) at the end of the four hour simulation90

and then looking at output sensitivity values summed over the entire column, scaled by the91
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emissions ( �Jlayer
�emis

⇤ emis). Since every layer between layer two and TOA are handled the92

same within the vertical transport code, it is only necessary to validate one of these layers93

in order to confirm the accuracy of the adjoint code.94

Initial emission sensitivity validation was performed for a configuration that included only95

vertical di↵usion (VDIFF) and vertical advection (ZADV). Since the vertical layer closest to96

the surface (layer one) is handled separately from the rest of the vertical layers, validation97

tests were performed for two di↵erent layers, layer one (Figure 3(a)) and layer twelve (Figure98

3(b)).99

(a) (b)

Figure S3: Finite Di↵erence �Conc

SFemis
vs. Adjoint emission sensitivity ( �Jlayer

�emis

⇤ emis) for (a)
layer 1, and (b) layer 12. Model configuration included only VDIFF and ZADV.

One can see from Figure S3 that the adjoint gradients match the finite di↵erence gradients100

for both layer one and layer twelve nearly perfectly. For the validation of both layers, we101

have an R2 value that is nearly one. Additionally, the scatter plots show that all points lie102

essentially on the one-to-one line. Because of this, we can conclude that the calculation of103

sensitivities with respect to emissions has been properly implemented.104

In addition to the above validation tests that were performed with a model configuration105

that included only VDIFF and ZADV, validation of sensitivity with respect to emissions106

were also performed for a configuration that included the aerosol module (AERO5, VDIFF,107
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ZADV). As in the validation above, validation tests for this configuration were performed108

for both layer one (Figure 4(a)) and layer twelve (Figure 4(b)).109

(a) (b)

Figure S4: Finite Di↵erence �Conc

SFemis
vs. Adjoint emission sensitivity ( �Jlayer

�emis

⇤ emis) for (a)
layer 1, and (b) layer 12. Model configuration included VDIFF, ZADV, and AERO5.

Again, it can be seen from Figure S4 that the adjoint gradients match the finite di↵erence110

gradients nearly perfectly for both layers. For the configuration that includes the AERO5111

module the agreement between adjoint and FD sensitivities for layer one is slightly worse,112

with a few points falling o↵ of the one-to-one line. However, the R2 value is still nearly113

one and the points not on the one-to-one line are very close to lying on the line. Based on114

these emission sensitivity comparisons with the inclusion of the AERO5 module, it can be115

determined that the emissions sensitivity calculation has been implemented correctly. It can116

also be determined that the aerosol module is correctly coded for sensitivities of BC with117

respect to BC.118

Working towards a full model validation, another validation test was performed for a119

model configuration that included CLOUDS into the previous configuration. For this con-120

figuration validation was again performed for two separate layers. However, validation tests121

were performed for layer one (Figure 5(a)) and layer eight (Figure 5(b)), as opposed to layer122

twelve.123
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(a)

(b)

Figure S5: Finite Di↵erence �Conc

SFemis
vs. Adjoint emission sensitivity ( �Jlayer

�emis

⇤ emis) for (a)
layer 1, and (b) layer 8. Model configuration included VDIFF, ZADV, AERO, and CLOUDS.
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It can be determined from Figure S5 that, in addition to emissions sensitivity calcula-124

tions being properly implemented, the cloud adjoint module is also correctly written for BC125

processes. The adjoint and finite di↵erence sensitivities again match nearly perfectly for126

both layers, however the first layer scatterplot now contains a few points that are o↵ the127

one-to-one line, one of which has a FD sensitivity value that is approximately 165% that of128

the adjoint sensitivity (FD ⇡ 3.8, ADJ ⇡ 2.3). This is most likely caused by nonlinearities in129

the model causing the finite di↵erence calculation to result in an incorrect sensitivity value.130

Full Model Validation131

We have performed a validation test for a model configuration that included all processes132

except gas-phase chemistry and aqueous chemistry. For this validation, we compare finite133

di↵erence and adjoint estimations of premature deaths attributed to exposure to BC in the134

US. Validations were performed comparing both single grid cell estimates (for all sources), as135

well as single source estimates (for all grid cells). The resultant semi-normalized sensitivities136

give an estimate of the number of premature deaths attributed to emissions from any grid137

cell or source. Figure S6 presents the comparison between FD sensitivities and adjoint138

sensitivities, and shows that our results are accurate to within approximately ±1 premature139

death.140

Uncertainty Calculation141

Calculation of the uncertainty in the estimate of premature deaths associated with exposure142

to BC was performed through propagation of errors (Equation S3)143

�T =

s
NP
i=1

⇣
@J
@�

⌘2

i
�

2
�

+
⇣

@J
@Cav,i

⌘2

i
�

2
C

N
(S3)

where J is the cost function, i is the grid cell index, N is the total number of grid cells144

for which the cost function is calculated, � is the concentration response factor, C
av,i

is145
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Figure S6: Comparison of adjoint and finite di↵erence estimations of the premature deaths
attributed to exposure to BC in the US from both single grid cell emissions, and single sector
emissions.

the annual average concentration for grid cell i, �

C

is the uncertainty in the simulated146

concentrations, and �

�

is the uncertainty in the concentration response factor. For �
C

, we147

use the mean absolute error when comparing the simulated annual average to the observed148

annual average from CSN sites (�
C

= 0.503). While the mean absolute error for comparing149

simulated to observed concentrations for IMPROVE sites is much lower, we chose to use the150

mean absolute error from the comparison to CSN sites since a majority of premature deaths151

occur in urban areas, and the CSN network has more observation sites in urban areas. We152

used a value for �
�

of 0.32, which was calculated from the range of relative risks provided in153

Krewski et al. 2 .154

Results155
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Figure S7: Comparison of yearly average BC concentrations to 12 week average BC concen-
trations.

Figure S8: Gridded annual premature deaths associated with exposure to BC concentrations.
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Figure S9: Gridded damage estimates ( @J
@E

) from BC emissions.

Figure S10: Comparison of (a) contribution percentage from anthropogenic emissions to
population percentage, (b) anthropogenic emission percentage to population percentage, (c)
premature death percentage to contribution percentage from anthropogenic emissions, (d)
premature death percentage to population percentage, and (e) premature death percentage
to anthropogenic emission percentage.
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Figure S11: State based analysis of adjoint sensitivities. (a) Contribution percentage from
anthropogenic emissions, (b) premature death percentages minus anthropogenic emission
percentage, (c) contribution percentage from anthropogenic emissions minus premature
death percentage.
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